Introduction
It is our aim to prove that the center of the continuous dual X' of a barrelled locally convex Hausdorff space X consists precisely of those operators which are the adjoints of the operators belonging to the center of the barrelled locally convex Hausdorff space X. In [1] , Y.A.Abramovich, E.L.Arenson and A.K.Kitover asked the following question. Let C(K) be the set of all real or complex valued continuous functions defined on a compact Hausdorff space K , and let X be a Banach C(/i")-module or a Banach lattice. Under what conditions on X we have that Z*(X) = Z(X')? where Z(X') is the dual center of X , Z*(X) is the adjoint operators belonging to the center of X. In [1] , they asserted that a Banach lattice X has an order continuous norm if and only if Z*(X) = Z(X'). Therefore, our approach to this question is new. For unexplained notion and terminology we refer to [2] , [6] and [7] .
We begin with stating some basic conventions, definitions and notation that will be used throughout our work.
We say that a locally convex space X is a locally convex C(Jf)-module if the following conditions are satisfied :
Let X be a barrelled locally convex Hausdorff space and suppose that X is a locally convex C( if)-module. Then we call it as a barrelled locally convex C(iif)-module. By X', we denote the continuous dual of a barrelled locally convex Hausdorff space X , by X" we denote the second dual of X , i.e. , (X',f3(X',X))' = X" . By L(X) we denote the set of all continuous linear operators with the identity operator I. Then we introduce the following bilinear mappings ,(a,x') (a.x')x = a(x.x').
On X', C(K)' and C(K)" we put A(X',X), (T(C(K)', C{K)") and [2] . Then the bilinear mappings(A) and (B) are separately continuous with respect to respective topologies. Multiplication on C(K)" defined by
is known as Arens product [3] , [4] , and [5] . It is well-known that C(K) is an AM-space with unit and the second dual C(K)" of C(K) is a Dedekind complete AM-space with unit [5] . Hence, C(K)" is isomorphic to C(S) with S hyperstonian [6] . We now introduce the following lemma which is familiar from [3] . (ii) The mapping m* : C(K)" L(X') defined by m*(a)x' = a.x' is a(C(K)", C{K)') to w*-operator continuous unital algebra homomorphism.
(
iii) m*(a) = (m(a))* for all a € C(K) , where (m(a))* is the adjoint of m(a).
Proof, (ii) Let {a a } be anet in C(K)" which converges to ain a(C(K)", C(K)'), and let x € X , x'inX' be fixed but arbitrary elements. By the bilinear mapping (A) , we have x.x' € C(K)'. Then a a (x.x') -> a{x.x'). By the bilinear mapping (B), (a a .x')x -> (a.x') x ,i.e., m*(a a )x' -• m*(a)x'. Since X' is a locally convex C(5")-module , it follows that m* is a unital algebra homomorphism. DEFINITION 2. (i) Let X be a barrelled locally convex C(iif)-module, and let x € X be fixed. Then A(x) is defined by A(x) = {ax : ||a|| < l,a€ C{K)} where the closure is taken with respect to the given topology in X.
(ii) Let X be a barrelled locally convex C(iiT)-module and let Y C X be a subspace. We say that Y is an ideal in X if for all x € Y , A(x) G Y.
(iii) Let X be a barrelled locally convex C(-fi r )-module. Then the center
Similar definitions, by using bilinear mapping (B), can be done as follows.
A(x') = {a.x': ||a|| < 1}
where the closure is taken with respect to a(X', X) and x' G X'. The center of X', Z(X'), is defined by
By Z*(X) we denote the adjoints of the operators belonging to Z(X). Similar concepts were introduced in [1] .
where the closure is taken with respect to the strong operator topology.
where the closure is taken with respect to the w*-operator topology. Our principal result is the following theorem. 
Proof. Assume that T' <E Z*(X) for T € Z(X) = m(C(K)). There exists a net {a a } in C(K) such that m(a a )x
Tx forallx e X. Then x'(a a .
x) ->• x'(Tx) or m*(a a )x'(x) -»• T'x'(x). Since m*(a ct ) belongs to m*(C(K)), we have that V € Z{X').
For the converse, let T G Z(X') . Then there exists a net {a a } in C(K) such that m*(a a )x' -> Tx' in X'. Hence for all x G X (a a .x')x Tx'(x) . Since m(a a ) in m{C(K)), it follows that T" G Z(X). Therefore, T G Z*(X).
